
Lesson 4.1
Survival Podcasts Made Easy

Course Wrap-Up!
Congratulations!

That's it, you made it through Survival Podcasts Made Easy! And truth be told, it wasn't
hard, was it? It totally was easy.

Now that you've made it through, you know what a podcast is and isn't. You know, the
10 reasons why podcasts are great for preparedness and you have a good handle on
mastering the tech.

So, that way you can download your own podcast, you can subscribe to the podcast,
you can listen to whatever podcast you want, even other podcasts other than just
preparedness podcasts. It's a great world to be in.

On that note, if there's anybody you know that you think could benefit from podcasts
who aren't currently listening, or maybe just aren't so sure about podcasts, please share
this course with them.

Help them understand the tech. Help them to learn how to take advantage of this great
resource, that podcasts are, especially as a great resource for preparedness.

So, do me a favor, do them a favor, and share this course with them.

Next, please make sure to sign up and be part of the Mind4Survival community. You can
see the signup form up in the corner of the screen here. Get on our email list. We never
spam and what we will do is we'll keep you up to date with the latest and greatest of
Mind4Survival.

And there's a lot coming down the road. I'd love for you to be involved in it.

Finally, make sure you support the prepper podcasting community by subscribing to
your favorite podcast. Hopefully, you subscribe to the Mind4Survival and other podcasts
I'm a part of.
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And there's a lot of really good podcasts out there in the community.

Please make sure you subscribe to them.

Make sure you get on the reminder list or email list. So that way you never miss an
episode and you're always up to date.

And it does a lot to help the people who are trying to get this content out there through
podcasts.

So make sure you go subscribe to their shows and all that.

And with that, I'll catch you in the next episode of Mind4Survival.

So, as always, stay safe, secure, and never forget you are just one prep away from
being better prepared.

Bye for now.
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